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Importance of Segmentation

Understory Segmentation

Review of Different Segmentation Approaches
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Hybrid Area Based / Individual 
Tree Inventory Process

ABA method –plot based predictive metrics, 
statistical measures of model success

ITC Approach – tree level, species ID, 
allometric equations for volume

Combined - can provide best of both worlds 
at 400 m2 tile level

► Species mix, SPH, volume, height and DBH 
ranges (stand/stock tables, tree lists), etc
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ITC Inventory

Using TSI

• Segmentation, Build Training Datasets for Machine Learning

• Species and DBH Prediction

• Calculation of Vol / BA  / Log Products, etc.

ABA Inventory

• ITC data aggregated to tiles  (per ha values, % spc)

• Lidar metrics calculated for each tile

• Tile attributes predicted from ITC and ABA metrics (Plots)

Final Hybrid 
Inventory

• Full Tree List predicted for each tile

• Final inventory created – combination of ITC and ABA data

Hybrid Area Based / Individual 
Tree Inventory Process
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Operational to Strategic

Trees            Tiles                      Stands

Linked Inventories – Different Uses,  Same Data

6Bl 26m     AT 25m



Advances in 
Segmentation  

Finding trees in the 
forest!
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Why Does it Matter?

Segmentation is foundational to a good ITC 

inventory  (each segment is ideally a tree) 

► Supports better species prediction 

► Supports better DBH prediction (thus volume)

► Better stems counts (tree lists, stand tables)

With Better ITC inventory--> less correction / 

adjustment needed when shifting to tile/stand level

► Final SPH counts, final volume etc.

Segmentation Accuracy

8Ugly…                    Workable.



Segmentation Challenges
Leaners,  Dense tops,  Deciduous,  Understory
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Cottonwood
segmented 
into  many
‘trees’ with a 
‘tight conifer’ 
segmentation
setting.

Leaning Douglas-fir
in open forest 

segmented into  3 
trees.



Segmentation 
Example
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The segmentation 

needs to adapt to 

varying heights and 

canopy area sizes 

across the stand.  

Left to right:

Dark Green = Sitka Spruce
Light Blue = Hemlock
Light Green = Red Cedar
Red = Douglas Fir



Segmentation 
Example
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Parsing dense 

trees is always a 

challenge. At right, 

the 3 hemlocks 

were successfully 

segmented. 



Advances in Segmentation

Canadian Boreal – Conifer Regen under Decid
► ID of this situation is key in Alberta

► Pilot project with Canfor Grande Prairie

Goal for Segmentation Changes
► Find trees down inside the point cloud

► Better differentiation of trees that are close together 

+ less over segmentation of irregular crowns.

► Make it faster… (industrial)

How?
► A blend of multiple algorithms in an iterative GPU 

process 

► Algorithm tuning based on multiple pinned tree plots

Overstory and Understory
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Plot 44:    

- 28m tall deciduous over a conifer understory

- Only trees within plot outline were segmented 

Bird’s eye view without segmentation 3D view without segmentation

Example: Plot 44 
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Bird’s eye view with segmentation

Plot 44:

- 44 / 46 Decid segmented

- 5 / 6 Conifer segmented

- 49/52 (94%) hit rate

- Tall conifer just below main canopy is example 

of difficult case.

Example: Plot 44 
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Example: Plot 24 

Bird’s eye view without segmentation 3D view without segmentation

Plot 24

- Coniferous trees with a wide range of heights.

- Only trees within plot outline were segmented. 
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Example: Plot 24 

Bird’s eye view with segmentation 3D view with segmentation

Plot 24

- 22 / 28 conifers found (78%)

- 4/8 in 1-10m bin (50%)

- 7/9 in 10-20m bin (77%)

- 11/11 in >20m bin(100%)  Typical result – better success with larger trees

Close-up
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Example: Plot 72

Bird’s eye view without segmentation 3D view without segmentation 

Plot 72
- Snags present post fire (atypical situation for segmentation routine).
- Few stems on the ground
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Example: Plot 72

Bird’s eye view with segmentation 3D view with segmentation

Plot 72

- 19/ 22 trees found (86%)

- 4/6 in 1-10m bin (66%)

- 13/14 in 10-20m bin (92%)

- 2/2 in >20m bin(100%)  Again better success the larger the trees



Our inventory process can use ANYONE’s segmentation for 
species analysis.  We’ve looked at most of the tools available.  

For overstory trees, all of the tools we’ve reviewed have 
produced reasonable results with the right parameters, etc.   
We have focused our efforts on getting realistic crown 
shapes and optimizing speed for industrial size problems.

For understory trees, we have had to build this capacity 
because it didn’t exist in an industrial scale tool.  

Several Options Exist…
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Segmentation Options



Comparison with Other Algorithms

Jean-Romain’s LidR package is a valuable tool for manipulating point clouds 
► https://github.com/Jean-Romain/lidR

It also enables the use of several published segmentation routines

► Li et al. (2012)  - point cloud input, region growing method

► Dalponte and Coomes (2016) – CHM input,  seeds + region growing 

► Silva et al. (2016). CHM input, seeds + Voronoi tessellation

Output from these and others compared to TSI segmentation (not a formal 

assessment– just a simple one plot comparison!)
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https://github.com/Jean-Romain/lidR
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TSI                                                         LIDAR360                                                       FUSION
Li et al

Silva (LidR)                                            Li et al (LidR)                                             Dalponte & Cooms (LidR)

Overstory
results for a 
single plot 

(dense 
deciduous 

over 
conifer 

understory)

TSI also  
produced 
segments 

in the 
understory.
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Plot 21:  TSI Segmentation

- Decid overstory with 
conifer understory 
(almost completely 
occluded from above)

- 26 deciduous in 
overstory (uniform)

- 17 conifer in 
understory

- Success evaluated 
based on the number 
of pinned trees that 
are enclosed by a 
segment and have a 
height <= 2m from 
the segment height.
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Plot 21:  TSI Segmentation

- 26/ 26 overstory (100%) 
with 6 extra segments

- 15/ 17 understory (72%) 
with 3 extra segments

- 41/43 overall (95%) but 
over segmented by 9

- Good capture of both 
layers but is over 
segmenting.
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Plot 21: LidR - Li et al (2012)

Li et al. (2012)

- Point cloud input

- Region growing method

- 21/ 26 overstory (81%) with  3 
extra segments

- 0/ 17 understory (0%)

- 21/43 overall (60%) and over 
segmented by 3
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Plot 21: LidR - Dalponte and Coomes (2016)

Dalponte and Coomes (2016)

- CHM input

- Seeds + region growing 

method

- 19/ 26 overstory (73%) with  3 
extra segments

- 0/ 17 understory (0%)

- 19/43 overall (44%) and over 
segmented by 3
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Plot 21: LIDAR360 Li et al (2012)

Li et al. (2012)

- Point cloud input

- Finds peaks and calculates 
canopy area, provides circle to 
represent area around peak.

- 26/ 26 overstory (100%) with  
9 extra segments

- 0/ 17 understory (0%)

- 26/43 overall (60%) but over 
segmented by 9
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Plot 21: FUSION

Fusion Watershed Algorithm

- CHM input (smoothed)

- Produces basins to 

correspond to clumps of 

tree foliage /branches 

- 19/ 26 overstory (73%) with  
2 extra segments

- 0/ 17 understory (0%)

- 19/43 overall (44%) with 
no extra segments



Segmentation Summary

This example plot is a very difficult test of 

Segmentation (Dense hwd over understory conifers)

TSI’s segmentation is doing a good job of finding most 

trees in the overstory and understory but is over 

segmenting slightly.  

Good segmentation is critical to the success of ITC 

inventories, and means better results for a Hybrid 

ABA/ITC Inventory product (detailed tree lists, etc).
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Questions?
Cam Brown MF, RPF 

Strategic Planning Forester 
Manager, RMT Group

tel 250-832-3366 x220
cell 250-833-6631


